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The recent development of jet propulsion and rocket motors 
has re-aroused interest in the thrust or reaction force produced 
by a gas jet. Some forty to fifty years ago there was a similar 
interest during the development of steam turbines. This interest 
has grown out of practical problems associated with the operation 
of aircraft and missiles at supersonic speeds and higher altitudes. 
High speed flight necessitates specially designed engine components. 
It is extremely important that the Jet nozzle of a rocket installa-
tion operating at these high speeds should have high internal effi-
ciency, because a small loss in jet thrust results in a large loss 
in net thrust. 
The testing of rockets, as opposed to reciprocating engines, 
presents to the experimenter the problem of measuring forces rather 
than shaft power. The measurement of the thrust force may be accom-
plished by direct methods in which the force is transmitted to an 
instrument designed to respond to this specific stimulus; or it 
may be done by indirect procedure involving measurement of one or 
more properties of the system which can be related to the thrust. 
This writing is concerned only with laboratory apparatus and not 
with the full scale testing of "hot" rocket motors which has been 
1 
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dealt with by BieTlein and Scheller (20)~;also ~onsideration will be 
given only to the d·irect thrust measurement. In laboratory simulation 
of thrust nozzles, the gas aupply pipe creates a major problem, since 
its rigidity must be acel>unted for in mea~uring thrust. 
Many laboratory thrust nozzle test stands have been built by 
different investigators. The designs are numerous and various, de-
pending upon the method of measurement sele·cted. In view of the 
growing interest, and as part of a project to develop the gas dynamics 
experimental facilities at Oklahoma State University, there arose a 
need for destgning a thrust nozzle test stand. This design is the 
~ 
principal concern of this. thesis. 
The purJK'Se of the study contained in this thesis was twofold~ 
Th.~.first aim was to design a thrust nozzle test stand flexible 
enough to permit adjustment for various experimental research while 
incorporating the best features possible for accuracy of direct thrust 
measurement. The second aim was to design a non- pumping ejector sys-
tem to lower the back pressure, enabling a more realistic roeket nozzle 
performance to be realized from the experimental work. 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to references in the bibliography. 
CHAPTER II 
PREVIOUS INVESTIGA'fIONS 
In the past, the laboratory t1h:rust nozzle test stand has proved 
to be a very valuable tool for exploring nozzle performance., '1.'he use 
of the test stand has become an invaluable aid to :re.search p:roje·cts 
connected with the probing of outer spaee,, Some of the early develop-
ments of the direct thrust measuring devi\Ces 7 followed by descriptions 
of more recent laboratory test stands, are presented in this chapter 
in order that basic design consideratioris may be compared with the 
apparatus described in this thesis., 
Four connnonly used methods of measuring thrust directly are: 
a) Flexure ,.._ the j e.t reactfon is arranged t:o bend the .supply 
pipe, which is relatively stiff. 
b) Free Movement -- the nozzle is free to move under its own 
reaction but :restraine.d by a measur:i:ng device ... 
c) Free Movement With Soft Flexure =- thi.s is a ;;":,ombinati.on of 
the two previous methods but the resistance of the supply 
line is very small compared with the reaction force. 
d) Thrust Comparison -- this measures the difference between the 
thrusts of opposing nozzles... The measurement may be any one 
of the previous methodso 
One of the earliest attempts to measure nozzle thrust rea!;!tion used 
3 
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the flexure method. (Type a). This is the most simple method 
mechanically. The .supply pipe may be supported as a cantilever with 
the nozzle arranged to .discharge perpendicularly from its free end,. 
The thrust may be measured by recording the deflection, by measuring 
strain in the pipe, or by supporting the free end on a weighing scale 
and discharging upwards •. The main disadvantage of the method is that 
the stiffness of the pipe varies with the i.nternal pressure and with 
temperature changes, especially local ones at the encastered end* Re-
producible results require elaborate preca.uti.on to avoid these diffi-
culties and even then accuracies are not likely to be better than ±i% • 
. Resenhain in 1900 (1) used the .:flexure method with the nozzle 
mounted to discharge h-0rizontally from the bottom of a VElrtkal 
supply pipe the upper end of which was .rigidly supported, The null 
displacement method of force measurement was us.ed by applying weights 
to compensate for the nozzle reaction. (Figure 1),.. The nozzles u:s:ed 
were of the order of o.18" throat diameter and steam was supplied at 
between twenty and two hundred psi ... 'l'he th."tust reaction varied be,.. 
between about one and eight pounds,. '!'he prime object of the investi-
gation was to :verify that obstructions in the jet did not affect the 
thrust,. It is claimed that the steam pressure was measured to ±1.,0 psi,. 
In view of the method of weighing used and the effect of temperature 
on the flexibility .of the vertical pipe i't i.s unlikely that the thrust 
was measured with greater precision than :!:0 .. 1 pounds which is some 
1% of the maximum recorded and 10% of the minimum,.. 
. Fletcher (1953.) and Ashwood (1957) (2) balanced the flexure of 
Steam at 
20-200 Jhs/in2 _ 
W = 1 - 8 lbs 
Fig. L. Rosenhain (1900) Thrust Stand 
Air Jacket 
(Lagging) 
P0 = 20 - 200 psi 
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a horizontal feed pipe to measure the re~tion of an air jet. 
(Figure 2). The reaction was.measured by strain gages at the root 
of the feed pipe. The cantilever pipe w.a.s 80 inches long and of 
3-inch bore with 1/9-inch wall thickness . ., A .strain measuring section 
was machined at th.e eneastered end and top and bottom strain gauges 
were eemented to the surface, t:htoroughly dried, and then sealed in 
perspex boxes., Calibration was obtained by suspending weights on 
the line .of action of the thrust. 'JL'he nozzles were 1 .. inch throat 
diameter and .air was supplied at up to 150 psi reservoir pressure. 
The maximum thrust w.as about 150 pounds. The se.nsitivity of this 
instrument was ±0.2 pounds.,.but the overall accuracy based on re-
peated tests was more like ±1.s pounds111- Tlhte strain gauges were very 
sensitive to local changes in temperature and this proved troublesome-. 
It ·was necessary to -run the apparatus for about twenty minutes to 
establish thermal equilibrium before taking a reading., Although 
reasonably accurate when used with care, :this apparatus was eventually 
abandoned in·favor of a system ,of free movement,. 
The free movement method of measurement (Type b) is perhaps the 
most popular today .. (3),. One method of allowing free movement is to 
' 
suppdrt the entire reservoir of gas together with the nozzle and con-
nections.. It is th.e usual way of te.sting solid fuel rocket motors .. 
Row:ever, when air or other cold gases are used, the weight of the 
reservoir to be supported is large compared with the thrust that can 
be maintained for a useful operating time,. The alternative to support-
ing the entire .apparatus is to provid.e some type of joint which will 
Air at up to 150 psi 
Fig .. 2 ... Fletcher (1953) and Ashwood (1957) Apparatus 
Spring 
Steam at 
155 psi _ 
\ 
To C~mdenser 
1 , t' 
Fig. 3. Sibley and Kemble (1909) Thrust'. Stand 
7 , 
Strain Gauges 
Pair of Connected 
Pistons 
P0 = 155 psi 
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allow the nozzle to move freely tb.:rougb. a limited distance~ The 
difficulty with. such joints is that they leak excessively when free 
or else are too stiff when viirtually se.aled., Often a small leak can 
be tolerated. Two forms that have be:en co[QJ1).on1.y used are a piston in 
which axial movements occur and a :rotary jo:i'..!!.t., The piston is more 
prone to the characteristic faults of t.'!l:ds me.th'°d.7 but i.t o.<.c:cupies 
far less space.. With the use of lahyr:i.nth glands, rotary joints can 
be made virtually leak proof.9 yet .almo,SJt f:ir.:i.ctio:nless~ Lon.g leverage 
can be used to reduce the friction to a very small proportion o;f tb.e 
measured thrust.. With rotary join:ts.1 at least one elbow is n.ee.ded in 
the supply pipe and the gas may pas.s a numbe:r of be.nds before reaichi:ng 
the noz.zle. The assembly may be quite a h.1.rge st1ruic:ture.. Free move-
ment, particularly with rotat·y join.ts, ca.n lea.d to thrust apparatus 
of high precision.. Several workers liave noted sensiti.vitie.s of the 
order of ±o.1%. (3). 
Sibley and Kemble (1909) (4) used a.n ingenipus design in a 
thrust rig allowing free movement. (Figure 3) ~ Steam was admitted 
through the wall of a. cylinder at a poi.nt between two pistons.. The 
pistons were linked together and the lower on.e had a center orifice to 
which the test nozzles were attached., Tlb.e t(l)p piston was suspended from 
l 
a coil spring .and a rod which. passed through a gla11d a.t: the top of the 
cylinder .. The lower end of the cylinder was connected to a. condenser,. 
The th.rust was measured by the moveme.1n.t of the piston assembly.. This 
apparatus was not a success., for, if the pistons were free when cold., 
they would bind when hot.., When they were made sufficiently undersize 
9 
to be free when hot, there was excessive steam leakage and condensa-
tion at the top of the piston. The apparatus was eventually abandon-
ed in favor of a vertical flexure pipe. It would probably have been 
suitable with air at room temperature. 
Fraser, Connor, and Coulter (1946) (5), Fraser and Rowe (1954) (3), 
and Fraser, Rowe, and Coulter (1957) (3) have used a particularly com-
pact reaction apparatus that allows the nozzle free movement. (Figure 4). 
The movable member A is a hollow piston which acts as part of the main 
supply pipe and carries the nozzle B. The piston is a close sliding 
fit on three diameters, the upper and lower diameters being equal 
and the middle one being Ji2 times the smaller. ones; ,· The static 
pressure in the supply pipe acts upward on the smaller area of the 
movable member A and, through drillings provided t~ the wall, down-
ward on the annular area at C. Since these areas are made equal, the 
resultant thrust due to static pressure is zero. The nozzle reaction 
acts downward and is received by oil in the other annulus D. In order 
to minimize friction, no pressure seals are employed on the movable 
member. Instead, small clearances and long leakage paths are relied 
upon to ensure that the rate of leakage of air is small compared with 
the discharge through the nozzle. The quantity of oil which leaks 
past the piston is very small compared with the swept volume of the 
oil annulus. The cylinder is provided with relief holes at E to vent 
any air that leaks past the piston. The lower annulus Dis kept flooded 
with oil of good · 1ubr1cating properties and all rubbing ·surfaces .were 
kept well lubricated, The oil pressure in the annulus Dis proportional 
Dt = 1/2" 
B 




Fig. 4. Fraser, Connor an4 Coulter (1946).? Fraser. and Rowe (1954)., 
Fraser, Rower artd Coulter (l.957) Apparatus 
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to the axial thrust reaetion .and this was measured by means of a 
Bourdon tube gauge. The gauge was isolated from the oil in the annu-
lus by means of a diaphragm in order to keep the hydraulic fluid free 
from air. The apparatus was used with air from reservoir pressures 
at between 400 and 11 000 psi and discharged through nozzles of 
1/2-inch diameter throat. Thrusts varied from 100 to 300 pounds. 
The standard deviation of a single thrust observation (based on 
+ ' 
repeats) was -4.0 pounds, or somewhat more than ±t.0% of the maximum 
thrust values. With a few repeats, an average value with an error of 
±1/21. could be obtained. 
Ashwood (1956) (2) has employed a novel de.sign that incorporates 
two free joints. (Figure 5). A vertical pipe hangs from an upper 
rigid support and contains the two hinges. Each hinge consists of 
two flanges pinned together so that they will rotate about an axis 
perpendicular to the axis of the pipe. About .005-inch clearance is 
left at the ends of the adj~·ining pipes to allow free movement over 
a limited arc and the resulting leakage is tolerated. The nozzle 
is mounted to discharge horizontally from the foot of this doubly 
hinged pipe and a cable .supports the nozzle so that there is no 
bending moment in the vertical pipe • . Guide rollers prevent any 
lateral movement and the reaction is measured by a spring balance. 
Air is supplied from a continuous sourc:e at pre·ssures up to about 
150 psi. Nozzle throat diameters varied from about 1 inch to 2 
inches and the maxinn.im force measured is of the order of 300 pounds. 






.005 Clearance / 
. Lateral Guide Rollers 
Sp:ring Balance 
Fig •. 5,. . Ashwood (1956) Thrust Measurement Device 
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could only be scaled from the g:raphs4 'I'he sensitivity was at least 
±1;2 pounds but the standard deviation of repeated results was little 
better than ±1%. 
Rowe (1957) (3) has designed a tl!u::ust mea.su:ring .apparatus p:ro,-
viding for partial .·counterbialancing of tlf.i1e tlhru:st load so that the 
sensitivity is improved., (Figure 6),. Ai:r is admitted to a sht0:irt 
horizontal pipe supporte.d rigidly at iU ein:ds... 'The center len.gth of 
this pipe is surrounded by a tb.kk=walled steel cylinder wit1hl .a very 
small clearance and supported in ball races so that it i.s free to 
rotate about the pipe ... An annulus is cut i.n tlhe center of the :eylinder 
and connects to a radial hole., Radi.al dir:'illings i.n the ho:rhonta.1 
pipe eommunica.te with the annul.us. An. elbow leads from the :radial 
hole in the cylinder to a vert:tcal sta:nd pipe at the top of w-hich the 
nozzle is mounted. Rotation. of t.lhe cylinder is prevented by a support 
under the elbow which includes a lh.ydr.aulic pressure capsule t:i:i .:reieo:rd 
the thrust force. The greater pa:irt of Un.e thrust is eounteirlbalanced 
by weights on a horizontal all'.'m s0 tlh!.at the pt·es.su:re capsule rec@t·ds 
only the small difference and may tbu.s be very sensitive... Calibration 
is accomplished by han.gi:ng weights fa'."om a. knife edge set on Ute thrust 
axis,. Air was supplied from p:ressur~ ,J bet·we.en 10! and 1.9 000 psi (main,., 
tained by a pressure c:ontrollet·) a:11d tlme l!l'.02:zles we.re generally o.f 
1/2-inch diameter throat.. Thrust values ranged from about 3 to 300 
pounds. The sensitivity is to,.2 pounds and this can be improv.ed te 
about ±o.05 pounds when thrusts less than 30 pounds are to be measured .. 





P0 = 10-1000 psi 
Mr~ 














about ± 1,. 0 pounds or -:!: l /3% of the 'highest values"' With a few repeats, 
an average value with a standard deviation of =0,.1% of the larger 
values can be obtained., The major obstai6!1e to improvement of thi.s 
accuracy is measurement of the reservoir pressure., 
Some of the disadvantages of the two previous methods are over-
come by combining .their advantages,. {Type c)" If the supply pipe 
is made very flexible.,. changes in its stiffness will be a smaq __ 
fraction of the measured thrust" When the supply pipe is very 
flexible, the nozzle must be supported s.o that it can m((l)ve freely 
along its thrust axis restrained only by the me.asuring device,. Some-
times a gauge connection. may add some :rigidity to a system otherwise 
allowing fre.e movememt... Inh,elrently, thi.s method combines some of the. 
disadvantages of the previous methods and these ultimately limit its 
sensitivity whieh appears to be less than possible with free move .. 
men.ts alone., Very simple apparatus .can be built around this met;:Jh.od 
and it is partfoularly s.uitable for preliminary work or for ad hoc 
thrust values wanted qufokly without high precision,. 
Stanton (1926) (6) used a nozzle fitted to a free piston in 
order to discha:rge to sub ... atmospherfo pressures.., (Figure 7),. Air 
waS discharged downwards through a nozzle w!biid1 was part of a piston 
sliding in a cylinder which led to a su~tfon pump,, 1'.he piston 
assembly was supported from the arm of a balance and air was supplied 
through two loops of a flexible rubber hos:e., The .differential air 
pressure over the piston must be added to the recorded thrust,. The 
/ 2 




Fig .. 7,. Stanton (1956) Thrust Apparatus 
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varied from 4 to 10 lb/in .. 2 (absolute)" 'rhe nozzles were of approxi-
mately 1/2-inch diameter throat and th:rusts of about 12 pounds were 
recorded,, The accuracy was repo:i:t·ted as be.tter than °!L.5%,. 
Hubble and Sinclair (1956) (3) desic!ribe a small thrust rig that 
allowed free movement except for the coiled C(lpper feed pipe and pressure 
gauge connection.., (Figure 8),, '!'he nozzle is a:ltt:ached to 02ne en.d of 
a balance beam and discharges downr,1rard tr,~ns:mi:1:tbig the thrust tCll .an 
e.lectrical foree trBnsduicer below tl\11:e 1other end of time beam., The 
nozzle was supplied with hydrogen perox:i.de up to the reservo:tr pressures 
of 650 psi and the nozzles bad throat diamete:11:'s. CJf the order of 0,. 1 inch,. 
The maximum thrust recorded was aborut 12 pounds,. 'l'he sensit:i.vity of 
the balance was about ±0.,3 pounds but the stan.dard deviati@n •of repeat-
ed observations was :approx.imately ±0 .... 2 pounds or ±1,,5% of the maxiIIIl.llm 
value. 
In much development work, it :Ls only necessary to measure the im-
provement in thrust of one nozzle over so:me standard~ By supplying 
two no.zzles from a common reseir:voir a.nd d:tsiinharging them in opposite 
directions, (Type d), only the diffeir:en~e :i.n the thrust nee.d be mea.sured"' 
This method combines the very great adva::nta.ge that reservoir pressure 
need not be measured with great preeision ai.s it \!::an generally be con.., 
side:ted to be the same fo:r. both no:z:z:lie:so On the otl"iter ha1;i1.d, t1b,e two 
throat areas must be nominally the :s.ame and the exact are.as must be 
measured with great precision. Tlme problem of mea:s:uring the thrust 
difference is essentially the same as tmi.sat of 'meastli:ring the total thrust;; 
A Gommon arrangeme·at is to mount the supply pipe vertically as a pendulum 
H202 To Gauge 
Decompos lt~he< 
Fig~ 8. Rubble and Sinclair (1956) Device 
I-' 
CX) 
and to arrange the two nozzles to discharge horizontally from the 
free end of the pendulum,. The susp,ension of the pendulum and its 
supply with gas can beby any of the tb.lree previous methods,. The 
main advantage of thrust comparison is tb.e insensitivity to error 
in reservoir pres.sure measurement and the reduced seale over which 
measurements are made. 
Several of the authors .state that furthcer desi.gns should in-
vestigate improved methods for reservoir pres.sure measureme:nt7 
labyrinth glands sealing method7 and d1rust measurement calibration 
procedure,, 
No laborato:ry metfo,d has been found in the literature which 
considered measure.ment of non=axia.1 thrust components with the re-
sulting ability to both me:9-sure and locate 'e:he thrust vector .. This 
is desirable in many rocket nozzle applications,, 
19 
CHAPTER III 
THRUST FACILITY LAYOUT 
The School of Mechanical Engineering had felt the need for ex-
panding their gas dynamic facilities.. This past fall a decision 
was reached to appropriate money for the specific purpose of broaden-
ing two areas. One of these .was high speed research through the con-
struction of a two-dimensional supersohic wind tunnel. The other 
area was concerned with thrust nozzle application to rocket propul-
sion. This th'esis is primarily concerned with the design development 
of the .basic apparatus to be used in .the latter area. 
The primary: limitation on the development of these projects 
lay in the existing compressor size. Therefore thh became the 
.chief design parameter. The location for the gas dynamic labora-
tory was chosen to be .near the east wall south of the subsonic wind 
tunnel in the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory. The space was 
limited forcing the decision to tear out part of the east wall and to 
build an adjoining machinet:y room. The 32' x 15' machinery room was 
constructed for the specific purpose of housing all of the equipment 
necessary to process the air for use in the thrust stand and wind 
tunnel. The machine room layout is s~own in Figure 9, including 
the engine, compressor, intercooler and aftercooler combination, 













Fig._ 9.. Machinery Room Layout (Schematic) 
Receiver 
To Thrust 1Stand 
of Wind Tunnel 
N 
H 
manufacturers data see Appendix A~ A one-way valve was designed for 
the air supply inlet to the eomp:ressor,. (Figure 10)., The valve was 
designed enabling regulated pressure drop across the valve of from 
zero to five pounds per square inch. The method of securing fresh 
air for the compressor is to create. a partial vacuum in the 1.iney 
22 
thus sucking the air th.ri.:mgh tlbie fi.lLl::e::r:s,. 'rhd.s one.,way valve fulr:lDli:sh= 
ed a fresh air control method and dso e1rna'bled a variable bii!1if!k pt"essure 
for the second throat Of the wiri,«i tunm.e1 t.o be maintained. 
The air fr.om the receiver flows from the m.;J1£@:1lnery lfflJUJlll. into the 
laboratory in a eeiling,.,high pipe,., A t;.~e wsts :tnstalled in this line 
all.owing flow to either the test Bta!'id Ot' tlhe wim.d tum1rnel,. As equi.p"" 
ment and instrumentation .are limited only one of these can be operated 
at a time,. The wind tunnel· operati@n sends the air tJir.ough a return 
line to the air proc·essing stages,, (Figu:re 9),., 
When· the valves are adjusted to ~s.1utse thie air flow to be diverte\:1: 
to the nozzle test stand (Figure 11h tlhte ii::ompress.ed air flows verti~ally 
downward .to a gate valve (throttling con.trol)... Tbis valve allows a 
little finer stabilizatfo1n of the flow before letting it round the bend 
t~ tµ.~ :flow met.et'ing nozzle. 'rhis l!l.I',zzle wars designed at;~ording to 
ASME Flow Measurement CCiode 1956 (Appe.ndi:R:: B)" The flow metering npz:zle 
was mounted in the t:lil.ree=inch pipe between .two flanges and proper in= 
strumentation was insta11e.d ac~ording t@ the .AS,ME Code prev:i.omsly 
mentioned. Plate I shows this flow met::eri.ng nozzle .. 
Upon passing through the flow metering noz.z1e the piping enters 
























Fig. 11. Piping Layout 
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PLATE I. FLOW METEJUR; NOZZLE 
Flow 
Sectional View of 
3-D Object 
P,,,(u <-RS ~ ••J ~"-: Cii,w.~ 1\) 
\Jl 
storage icebox which proved to be an inexpensive but satisfactocy 
insulation room for enclosing the tlmrust stand and confining the 
sound of tli..e :i.ssui.ng jet... Inside th~ tl~.tu5lt. stan~ end.osu1:e the 
incoming air was split into two ffows 11%1.ir.ried i.n. two=in~lh. pipes 
26 
with flexible sections of twenty.,.inil!lhl length j@.ining to the plenum 
chamber. These join into t1me plemrum ie1rMal.m.ge:r 180@ apair.t on the ,e~amber 
circumfereni::e., These special flexbtg se.is!t:i.ons we:re. used tl'.JJ provide 
enough flexibility to isolate any' f":J~i::rcaneous .pressure fo:ir.(f;!es, ·vi= 
brat.ion, or rigidity., which mi.ght othell."'Wise affels!t the thir.ust. 
measurement .. 
The thrust stand plenum chamber was de.sligned using .a twelve inch 
diameter, sehedule. forty., pipe as the basic component,, 'The heads were 
designed using AS:ME "Unfired Pressure Vessel Code'.1 1956 (Appendix C) 
with plate steel as the material. (15)... Ste.el was used because of 
availablility, ease of· -assembly and strength cons:tderatiorrs,, The 
heads were attached by welding a 3/8=ini!!h fillet weld around the. 
outer circumference of the plenum ch;amber.. The bottom head wa.,s. only 
plate steel with no machining necessacy,. Tlhlte top head had a 2~""":i.neh 
diameter hole in its center and eight equally spaced l./4-im~h bolt 
h.ole.s were drilled on a si:!<".=:i..mi.ll!h diam.et:ier pattel!'.'1.n to enable nozzle. 
mounting.. The plenum ch.amber is sh©\'i!Y1n in F.lat-e II.. 
A typical axi-symmetric nozzle was designed for pr.elimina;r:y op.era"" 
tion of the thrust nozzle test stand... 'the il:!©nkal nozzle was designed 
for obtaining the ma.:dmum Mal!:!h number from the compressor lim:ltations 
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and calculations are given in Appendix D. 
Upon the completion of all the thrust sta.nd components,. final 
assembly should be undertaken. The ejector system whose detailed de= 
sign is discussed later should then be mounted in place. Pressure 
taps should be located as suggested. (Figure 12b). All thrust 




In this section consideration will be given to ha.sic types of 
rocket nozzles and several variations deve loped. Special emphasis 
will be placed on those nozzles particular l y applicable to solid 
propellant rockets. Since the solid-propellant motor permi ts a 
comparatively compact package, missile design engineers tend to 
press this advantage to the utmos t. I n some instances even the avail-
able length for nozzles is fixed, and it is desirable for the designer 
to get the maximum performance within the space limitations. The re 
are several variables which affect the length of the nozzle. These 
include throat diameter, the radius of approach, t he exit angle, and 
the expansion ratio. The extent to which variations in each of these 
affects performance has been explored by a number of inves tigators . (2). 
Three general classes of rocket nozzles ·will be considered here--
tJie basic conical nozzle, the Foelsch design contour nozzle, and the 
Rao nozzle, a modified cont our nozzle. 
Conventional 15° conical nozzles used on solid-propel ant motors 
represent from 15% to 30% of the total motor l ength. Existing nozzle 
design theories indicate that these nozzles can be .shortened by 25% 
to 35% in some cases. Therefore, a minimum- l ength nozzle design is 
of prime importance to r ocket motor design. Comparison of nozzl e 
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designs for solid-propellant motors on a theoretical basis is com-
plicated by the several variables that have not been fully evaluated. (10)~ 
1). The specific heat ratio of the combustion products of solid 
propellants containing metallic additives is not known with.in 
one percent, as would be desi:red for nozzle thrust coefficient 
calculations. 
2). The flowing fluid is not a.n ideal gas be,cause it may contain 
up to 40% by we.ightJ solid mate:daL The flow in the nozzle 
is not isentropic because as much as 18~~ of the energy avail-
able in the so,lid fuel may be transfer,-:red t:o the flow gas 
within the nozzle. 
J). Another factor associated with nonideal fluid flow which 
affects the thrust coefficients,. and which should be con-
sidered for arrival at the opti.mum nozzle con.tours, is the 
boundary layer growth along the nozzle wall wi.th its attendant 
skin friction. '!he boundary layer affects the thrust because 
of the wall-friction e.ffect and because of the effective 
change in nozzle cross sectim:!l availab1~e for the ir:rotational 
flow. 
The conical nozzle is the .simplest CJ:f' the rocket nozzles in use 
today. The conventional conical nozzle the.c»:ry has been tested by many 
groups, including Fra~er, Rowe, and Coulter (5) and Durham (21), with 
high-pressure air as the flowing gas. In order to determine whether 
) 
nozzles tested with a fluid containing a high percentage of solids 
would follow the theory, conical nozzle.s with 15", 18"7 a.nd 25" 
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divergence were evaluated on solid-propellant motors loaded with a 
propellant containing a high percentage of metallic additives. This 
propellant yields an exhaust containing appr oximatel y 32% solids by 
weight. These tests indicate that the e ffect of divergence angle 
on the performance of conical nozzles is independent of solids con-
tent of the flowing fluids. (Figure 13). This does not indicate, 
however, that a given nozzle will be just as efficient with either 
air or high-solid-content gases. When nozzle length is not crucial 
and maximum specific impulse (defined as the ratio of thrust to mass 
rate of flow) or thrust coefficient is important, conical nozzles with 
less than 15° divergence, but not less than 7.5° divergence, may be 
used to gain as much as 1.25% in propellant specific impulse over the 
standard 15° conical nozzle. (11). 
Let us now consider a typical conical no.zzle design. Upon assum-
ing a selection of the radius of approach and t he radius aft of the 
nozzle throat, a choice often arises as to whether it is best to use 
a nozzle with a small exit angle in a space limited system, accepting 
a smaller expansion ratio, or whether it is better to increase the 
divergence loss in order to obtain a larger expansion ratio . If we 
ignore for the time being the differences in weight, it is possible to 
calculate the most desirable expansion angle for any given nozzle . Using 
the nomenclature in Figure 14, it can be shown that the ratio of length 
to the radius .of thro.at is given by the equation 
~ = ( E + sec a-2) 
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Fig. 13. Conical Nozzle Efficilency Plot 
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when the radius of the curvature .of the approach is_equal to the radius 
of the throat,,. (11). In Figure 15, the expansion ratio is plotted as 
I 
a function of the ratio.i./Rt for several different expansion angles. 
Combining these.data with the value for thrust coefficient in a vacuum 
as a function of exp~sion ratio€ and with the correction for nozzle 
divergence, A= 0,.5 + o.s cos a, results in the data given in Figure 16. 
As can be seen in this g:raph, the optimum noz;zle angle is a function 
of the relative nozzle length,;. Sinee for·equal L/Rt ratios the nozzle 
with a larger exit cone angle will be heavier than the noz.zle with a 
smaller exit cone angle, the optimum nozzle angle will be somewhat 
smaller than tnat indicated in Figure 16~ 
t 
R 
.Fig. 14. Rocket Nozzle 
With conical exit cones, the optimum exit angle is a function of 
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18 to 5 respectively. It has be~n demonst.rated that the nozzle -~ .. 
approach geometry has litde ef£4iict on specific impulse with com-
~ ' ·-~.' 
bustion products containing as much as 38% of non-gaseous components. (9). 
Until recently the supetsonic·nozzles used in rocket engines have 
had conical expansion secti<>,JlS with few exceptions. There is a record 
of considerable nozzle re"search on the part of the German scientists 
at Peenemunde. They found no great advantage in using 9ther more 
complicated shapes i.n the low area ratio nozzles of interest for V-2 
work. This decision was probably also influenced by ease of engine. 
fabrication .considerations .. The German investigations i:esulted in a 
choice of an opti111m dive.rgence angle for the supersonic conical nozzle 
which has been carried over into American r.ocket developments. (12). 
The.continued deiqa~d for incr-eased rooket engine performance .has 
resulted in .a definite tremi to higher .exhaust area ratio nozzles for 
engines operating at high altitudes ·where the larger nozzle is most 
-.e:6~e.ctive in increasing engin~~performance. Conical nozzles, when 
extended to higher area ratios, become unwieldy in both length and 
exit diame.ter.. The engine is harder ·to handle, its weight is increased 
noticeably, · and the noz.zle experiences. larger stress loads which .com-
·pound fabrication problems.· The increase in weight and stress. loads 
1-s of added importance if one .. consi-ders using the engine for thrust 
vector control by swinging (gimbaling) it on its mount .. Incre.a$ed en~ 
-gine and moment :of inertia increase the·power,required to move the 
• ~-J· • 
engine and thus add,to the weight ~nd complexity of the thrust vector 
control system .• 
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As a result of the foregoing considerations it appears desirable 
to minimize the nozzle length of the large high performance rocket 
engine. One immediately thinks of increasing the divergence angle 
of a conical nozzle in order to accomplish this objective~ HiOwever, 
as the divergence angle is increased, the momentum loss, due to non-
axial fluid flow .and the associated loss in performance, outweighs any 
advantages from decreased weight and moment of inertia .. Even with 
conical nozzle design there is a loss in performance of a.bout 1% due 
to the partial flow divergence from the axial direction in the nozzle 
exit plane. 
Today engineers are trying to des:i.gn short, high area ratio, 
supersonic nozzles having performance equal to or superior to present 
conical nozzle motors at design altitude .. In such a design it was 
necessary first to expand the nozzle more radically from the sonic 
throat (as compared to an ideal nozzle) and then more severely over-
turn or straighten the flow into approximately axial flow at the 
exhaust. 
Kuno Foelsch at the J.P. L. Cal-Tech symposium in 1946 pro-
posed an analytical design method for supe.rsonic nozzle design based 
on the fundamental ideas used by Prandtl and Buseman.n in solvi.ng 
the problem graphically. Foelsch' s report showed that the .coo·.rdinates 
of the contour of an axially symmetric nozzle., a.s well as of any 
streamline in the nozzle's flow, may be immediately determined from 
two simple equations.. The first part of the report deals with the 
derivation of the equations for the transiti.on curve by whi.ch the 
conical souree flow emanating from the sonic section is converted 
into a parallel and uniform flow.. In the second part of the report., 
the spherical sonic flow section is adjusted to a plane flow section 
at the throat of a nozzle. (7). 
~-----::7 
E. 
Conversion of Radial Flow into Parallel Flow 
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A two-dimensional flow field in which the velocity is everywhere 
supersonic can always be represented approximately by a number of :small 
adjacent quadrilateral flow fields in each of which the velocity and 
pressure are constant. These quadrilaterals must be separated by lines 
representing waves in the flow; changes in velocity and pressure through 
any wave can be computed.. By increasing the number of small areas i.nto 
which the complete flow field is divided, the accuracy of th.i.s approxi-
mate solution may be increased wi.thout limit. This constitutes the 
"method of characteristics" solution~. This method may be applied to 
the graphical computation of flow in a .supe.rsonic nozzle, with the 
particular aim of producing uniform supe.rsonic flow at the end of the 
nozzle. 
In a real fluid some viscous effects must be presenty but it can 
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be shown that they are, for the most part, confined in a thin layer 
next to the walls of the flow, called the boundary layer. The real 
flow thert essentially consists of a core of nonviscous flow, and thin 
layers of retarded flow along the wall. It can be shown that the 
perfect fluid core behaves as though it were flowing between walls 
which lie somewhere in the boundary layery inside the physical wall,. 
These "effective walls" at:·e displaced inside the true walls by certain 
distance, less than the boundary-layer thickness, called the "displace-
ment thickness." The displacement thickness is also an important 
parameter in general boundary-layer theory; it is defined as the 
distance through which the wall of a. channel carrying a perfect fluid 
would have to be displaced in order to produce the same reduction in 
mass flow that is caused by the actual boundary laye.r .• 
The diverging portion of an exhaust nozzle is an important feature 
for all engines which depend upon the thrust produced by exhaust gases. 
Maximum possible thrust of a nozzle can be obtained by complete ex-
pansion of the exhaust gases to the ambient pressure through a nozzle 
designed to give a parallel uniform jet .. One could apply the method 
suggested by Foelsch (7) for the design of such nozzles,. For jet 
engines operating at high altitudes and especially fo:r rocket motors, 
one is required to design nozzles for ve.:r:y low ambient pressures._ Even 
the shortest nozzle designed by the aforementioned method would be 
excessively long and heavy,. Logically., one would seek a nozzle of 
limited length, since length is a fair indication of nozzle weight • 
. , 
The problem then is the choice of a nozzle having a specified length 
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and yielding maximum thrust~ 
Several methods have been devised for designing optimum thrust: 
nozzles without applying Foelsch 1 s method., One of considerable merit 
has been introduced by Rao (8). The nozzle lengtb.J ambient pressure., 
and flow conditions in the innnediate vicinity of the throat appear 
as governing conditions under which the thrust cm the nozzle is 
maximized.. The first step is to choose a suitable .,curve for the 
nozzle wall contour,. A circular arc of a multiple of the radius of 
the throat section is chosen for the nozzle contour upstream of the 
throat section., (See Figure 17).. 'I'he line TT' is a constant Ma.ch 
number line of Mach number greater than unity; therefore, unaffo.c:ted 
by downstream conditions .. Starting from this li.ne a characteristic 
flow net can be computed for the.si'e initial. conditions.# Instead of 
choosing a particular nozzle length., the Mach number, Me., on the 
nozzle wall at the exit, will be prescribed,. This Mach number forms 
a parameter which describes a posterior the length of the nozzle, By 
choosing different values for Me, optimum contours for different lengths 
can be obtained .. A nozzle contour obtained for a given length and 
ambient pressure will also be the contour yielding maximum thrust when 
the corresponding exit area meets the prescribed conditions,. 
Isentropic flow is as.sumed and the variational integral of this 
maximizing problem is formulated by considering a suitably chosen con-
trol surface., The solution of the variational problem yields certa.in 
flow properties on the control surface.,, and the. nozzle contour is 






Optimum Nozzle Contours Pa= 0 
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Optimum Nozzle Contours Pa ·;.,, 0 '( = 1.23 
Fig~ 17. Optimum Nozzle Contours Pa = ambient pressure 
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The rat;io of specific heats, tf, ·of the exhaust gases has con-
siderable effect on the optinrum contour as can be seen in Figure 17 .. 
Comparison of thrust .coefficients indicates that the advantage of 
contoured nozzl.es is greater at large area. ratios., 
Another approac.h has been established by Denruth and Ditore (9) .. 
They presented a graphi.cal ~ethod for .selecting a specific contour 
and estimating its performance from families of contou.r a-nd pe.rform-
ance :curves... The families of contours were developed as streamlines 
in a transition flow field which joins a source flow with a uniform 
parallel flow. The method of characteristics for the .axially symmetric 
I 
I 
·supersonic flow of .a perfect gas was utilized.. The performance curves 
were obtained by integrating pressure and momentum flux over appro-
priate control surfaces in the flow field .. The method of designing 
a practical noz:zle outlined therein entails the choice of a larger 
expansion .ratio no.zzle yielding parallel flow at the exit and ter-
minating it at the desired expansion ra.tio.. Using this rrte.thod., the 
de.signer can generate a nozzle shape with a minimum of effor.t and 
time, given certain specifications for which the nozzle is intended. 
;.•, 
It can be shown that this design me.thod when used properly., will yield 
nozzle shapes very similar to those resulting from the method of Rao, 
and can be expected to yield nearly the sa.me performance. In general, 
the nozzle contours and performance curves serve to reduce the complex 
problems of c·ontouring rock.et motor nozzles to the level of reading 
of charts and subsequent interpolation. T1h.e chat·ts and methods .are 
intended to be of use in determining a c.ontou:r. suitable for vehicle 
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system when space,. weight, and performance considerations must be 
made. To obtain the precise performance of the propellant-nozzle com-
bination, corrections to the theoretical values must be made based 
on tests. Suitable interpretations of and modifications to the pro-
cedures indkated must be included to account for grossly nonideal 
effects such as exist in some of the current ro:cket exhausts .. 
From the discussion, it can be :seen that the need for experi-
mental research in the area of optimization of thrust nozzles is still 
great. Along with this, the problems of vector thrust control, plug 
nozzles, annular nozzles, etc. have become critical areas of development 
in space craft propulsion systems. 
Therefore, the system being designed should have enough flexibility 
to allow study in all these fields. 
CHAPTER V 
EJECTOR 
The prime purpose for bui*'ing the thrust nozzle test stand is 
to study rocket type thrust nozzles.. Today most rocket-type nozzles 
' Pe 
have a - of 15 to 200; 
Po 
Pe we have a!Ve.ilable a~= 8. 
Po 
The .s imp 1 es. t 
and cheapest solution to this seeming mismatch is the use of a self-
ejector or "base pressure effect" to lower locally the exhaust back 
pressure, p, , below atmospheric. This ejector method basically con-
sists of an ejector tube situated to encompass the rocket nozzle ex-
haust jet. As the flow exits, diverging slightly, this jet bound.ary 
contacts the ejector ·wall deflecting in a shock wave. Air is thus 
entrained in the free jet and, as the shock waves deflect back and 
forth inside the ejector tube, a diffuser action raises the pressure 
to atmospheric. As more and more air is thus entrained, a higher 
vacuum is pulled until some stable pressure ratiq, is reached. If 
the ejector tube is correctly designed, realization of the afore-
mentioned pressure decrease can be obtained .• 
There are a number of elements in the design of such an ejector 
which should be studied. 
1). The ejector assembly and inst.rumentation should be installed 
in a manner which will not produce an effect upon the thrust 
measurement. If this is impractical, it should be possible 
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to calculate any effect the ejector system has upon the 
actual thrust. 
a) .. There must be a seal in connection with the 
ejector system. However, if completely sealed by an o-:ring 
of similar device, the thrust will. be affected« Therefore, 
a no-contact seal (labyrinth gland) will be used., realizing 
that we have introduced leakage .. Calculations can be work-
ed out showing a very small resulting effect. 
b). The ejector will help .create a low pressure on the 
nozzle base. Corrections for this condition should be mc\de ... 
2). The nozzle exit flow wi.11 leave in a. parallel flow with a 
tendency to bloom out and them buckle in repeatedly .. For 
the ejector to p.erform its function, proper contact with the 
jet boundary is critical 
a). If we should consider. an 
_A __ I~ ejector set up such as the one on the left, we would 
fi.nd it necessary to have 
A' 
a variable area eje(!!tor 
6' tube,. The reason for this 
is that to initially make contact with the flow, the distance 
BB' would have to be approximately AA'. Upon establishing 
contact., we would want to incj.'.'ease BB' so as to entrain more 
air,. Thus £or physkal reasons we reject this approach .. A 
physical setup tnore e.asily obtai.ned and perhaps superior is 
b). shown on the left. The 
ejector tube is located 
. ··---.,,. ----======= ~-6J: so as to just contact the 
~~---==-,~~='!'===jet boundary. A labyrinth 
sealed box encompasses ihe 
exhaust nozzle exit and part of the ejector tube. Two ports 
will ·be situated 180° apart; these are connections for a 
vacuum chamber system. This system could be used for a 
very short time to "pull" the jet boundary outward to the 
ejector tube. We might also incorporate a sliding inner 
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ejector tube sleeve to help make contact with the jet boundary. 
Once contact is made, the sleeve could be slowly withdrawn, 
thus changing the equilibrium pressure condition. 
3).. a). To estimate the leakage through the labyrinth 
seals, the assumption will be made that our system closely 
approximates a two-dimensional orifice. A calculation of 
this leakage will be made. 
b). An estimate ~hall also be made of the leakage 
effect on the vacuum. 
4) : •. From knowledge of the jet boundary for a particular nozzle, 
we can calculate the ejector size and pressure of the vacuum 
region. 
A theory for ejector performance was developed for a flow model 
that conformed to experimental results .. (13). The model is depicted 
in Figure 18. The theory requires that the ejector tube be long 
To 
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enough for its exit to flow full., Assumptions for the theory in-
eluded one-dimensional, nonviscous, adiabatic flow., A detailed 
discussion and a comparison of :the theory with experimental results 
is reported in Fortini, (13)~ 
From Fbrtini' s work it was found that the pumping fluid leaving 
the nozzle can evacuate its own environment to an approximate mini-
mum possible value of o •. 025 atmosphere,. This minimum value appears 
to be a function of pumping-fluid pressure and ejector00 tube are~f 
ratio, provided the ejector tµbe has sufficient length,. For ejectors 
not having sufficient length., the minimum value (different. from the 
optimum) becomes a function of pumping ... fluid pressure and ejector 
length-to-diameter ratio,, 
Fort:i,ni's ejector system experimental apparatus contained a con-
vergent-divergent nozzle with an exit to throat area ratio of 9. A 
range of ejector-tube area ratiqs (~) from 16 to 49 and ejector-tube 
length .. to"'d.iameter ratios from 2 .67 to. 12 .. 0 was studied for ratio.s 
of pumping pressure to atmospheric pres.sure., 'I'he following results 
were obtained from a theoretical and experimental investigation of 
a nonpumping ejector system utilizing cylindrical ejector tubes of 
various length-to-diameter ratios: 
1). The :theoretical values obtained by employing the equations 
of energy, momentum (without fluid friction), and conserva-
tion of mass were in good agreement with the .corresponding 
experimental values for long ejector tubes. 
2). .For large ratios of primary-chamber pressure to ejector-
tube back":j;>ressure (primary pre.ssure ratio) and for 
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adequate ratios of ejector-tube length to diameter, the 
expanding primary jet attached to the ejector-tube wall 
and established shock patterns within the ejector tube,. 
The static pres.sure of the expanded flow before the ini-
tial at~ached shock wave can be approximated by assuming 
that it is a function of the ejector-tube to nozzle-throat 
diameter ratio only. 
3). .For small prima.ry pressure ratios, the primary nozzle 
enc·ountered flow separation.. the performaruce of the 
ejector was affected by flow separation and could be 
adequately explained by the use of the developed theory, 
which utilized empirical data for nozzle flow separation,, 
4).. .The results indicate a useful means of obtaining a limited 
range of rocket-engine altitude performance by incorporating 
the ro.cket engine as the primary nozzle of an ejector system .. 
. A.$ a method of sealing, we have mentioned labyrinth packing,. Leak-
age past the nozzle-ejector system may be reduced to a small amount 
by this labyrinth packing where the air pres:sure is throttled through 
a succession of very small clearances formed by rings interfitted into 
the ejector tube., These rings are usually composed of short brass: 
strips with thickness of 0 .. 01 to .,015 inche:s... .The number of rings 
required to limit the leakage of the flu.id to a given weight/sec may 
be determined analytic.ally .. 
The equation for leakage through an ideal labyrinth (a labyrinth 
in which the kinetic energy of the fluid Jet is completely destroyed 
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and reconverted into heat after each thrott~ing) is similar to the 
equation for the single throttlingN 
/ Po 1 
G = Ad... (/J \jg ~) 
where: 
G = lb/se:e 
2 A= ft (leakage area) 
o( = Flow .coefficient 
(16)" 
p0 = lb/ft2 (absolute pressure before labyrinth) 
¢ = 
Pn = 
1 .. (Pnf P~) ... /derived. for steam but applicable 
n + ln PolPn lair and other gases 
lb/ft2 (absolute pressure after labyrinth) 
v0 ~ =: ·ft3 /lb (sp .. volume before labyrinth) 
n = number of throttlings 
(1) 
This enables us to predict the leakage through any ideal laby-
rinth by applying E~uation (1) and utilizing Figure 19, once the 
flow coefficient a has been determined by actual leakage measurements. 
where 
n = actual 
n1 = strips in equivalent ideal 
labyrinth 
(2) 
A straight through type labyrinth. :needs more strips for the same 
leakage than is required for the ideal labyrinth# 
Using Equation (2) 






Figure 19 0 = 0.29 
Figure 20 a= 1,.00 
Figure 21 )) = 2,.00 
Po = 14 .. 6 (144) 
eo = 0.0745 at 70°F 
- A. = rcDt/144 
for Pn/Po = 0 .. 07 
for A = ,..01 and 6 / L:::. = • 5 
for 6/ S = 100/1000 and n = 1.0 
rc(2 .. 25) (..005) r; , 
G = 144 [L,0](2 .. 0][.,29] \J 32.2(14 .. 6)( .. 0745) 
G = (.,029p) ( .. 58) (5-:95) 
G = 0.0101 lb/sec 
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To check the leakage effect as compared with other experimental 
data by means of a 2-D ;comparison with a dimensionless bleed number. .. 
as parameter: (14) 
where 
gc= 32 .. 2 
lbm-ft 
lbf-sec2 
GB= 0 .. 01 lb/se·c 
'r0 = 529 °R 
H = 1 .• 0 inch (Geometry) 
}-r _ 0.01 JF9' L - L,0(100) 
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Fig., 21.. Plot 3""vs S/S 
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}-[= 
.. 01 {23} 
(1.09) 
100 
]-[ = 0 .. 0025 
From Figure 22 (effect of bleed mass) 
for M = 2 .. 0 
}-[ = .0025 
Pejf Pex changes from 0.35 to 0.425 as a iresult o:f. !bleed. Th:is 
approximate check shows us th,a.t our C-B ha.s 1:l.t.t:JLe ,af:foct upo1r.. our 
pressure. 
We can see from TN 392-2 Figure. 22 that for our blee.d ,number 
experimental results show th.at the leak.age. WE, l-,1.ave will not detri-
mentally affect our ratio of ejector pressure to nozzle exit pressure. 
One further consideration is that the. bleed rmmber was <eal.culeited con-
sidering a two-dimensional geometry.. A look at the geomet:,t"'/ of our 
actual axi-symmetrical condition will show that the two-dimensional 
geometry yielded a conservative estimate. 'I1herefore~ our: actual 




11 = actual mixing length for 2-D 
L = actual mixing length for a.xi-symmetrical 
J-l rv GB/L 
if L1 <. ~ 
GB= constant 
J-[ 2 £}-[i (thus would diminish the leak~ge effect) 
Consideration .should be given to the effect of the base pressure 
upon the actual thrust of the nozzle. The base pressure will be lower 
than the nozzle exit pressure and thus it is 'logical to assume that 
the base pressure force will be a drag. An analytical approach to the 
problem should validate our reasoning. 
The above fi8ure represents our system .. 
Fe =~exV~x Aex + <Pex...:P~j)Aex (4) 
where 
Fe= corrected thrust ex=· exit 
A: = Area ej = ejector 
V = velocity Fm = measured thrust 
p = static pressure atm = atmosphere 
\ = density an = annulus 
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(5) 
Putting Equations (4) and (5) i1' similar form to determine the 
correction, if any, necessary to evaluate Fe from Fm: 
Fm = ) v2 A.ex + (Pex-Pej) Aex + (Pej-Patm) (Aex+Au) 
since: Aex + ~ = ~otal 
Now combining Equations (4) and (5) 
Fe= Fm+ (Patm-Pej) Atotai 
Base pre.ssure is independent of body length •. In supersonic 
flight, the base pressure is very nearly constant .over the base. 
There is little effect of angle of attack up to about 5°. 
(6) 
From reference (17), which concerns itself with boundaries of 
supersonic axi-synunetric free jets exhausting from conically divergent 
nozzles into still ab:, a solution to ejector bube size may be cal-
culated. Since 15° conical divergent nozzles are likely to be used for 
the thrust stand tests and exhaust is t.o ·.still air, the reference data 
should apply. (Figure 23). This NACA report covers jet boundaries 
for Mach numbers LS, 2,0, 2 .• 5, and 3.0 for varying PexfPej• The 
report stated, however, that extrapolations to Mej equal to 3.5 and 
slightly greater could be obtained with reasonable success. There-
fore using the NACA reportts curves, plus several extrapolated poi,nts 
(Figure 24), the following were plotted, From these ·curves. a general 
relationship between the variables, Mach No., y/rex and x/rex, was 
hoped to be obtained. Table I shows the findings. 
A check on these conclusions was made possible by Professor 
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w. L. Chow, Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Illinois. 
Dr. Chow had a computer program set up to calculate jet boundaries and 
he was gracious enough to tabulate some points for the ejector exhaust 




L Dej tube ~ rex rex 
X Variation 
2.0 1.21 2.42 rex 1/2-3/2 1..0 Radii 
2.5 1.23 2 .. 46 rex 1/2-1.8 L,3 Radii 
1.25 2'!50 rex 3/4-2 1.25 n.adii 
1..28 2.56 rex 1-2 1/4 L,25 Radii 
1.30 2.60 rex 1 1/8-2 1/2 1.375 Radii 
The established pattern for the inner diameter of the ejector tube 
seems to be approximately 2 .. 5 times the radius of the nozzle exit. The 
variation of length needed shown above is approximately 1.25 radii. 
The ejector tube will be designed using the largest values in the 
table for the various parameters. These both occur at the highest Mex• 
At this Mach number the exit diameter is two inches, making the radius 
one inch. Since the ejector tube will be mounted as rigidly as possible, 
a sliding inner-sleeve was designed to allow manual variation in the 
x (vertical) and y (radial) directions,. Radial adjustment is by means 
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or lowering of the inner sleeve.. The assembled drawing of the ejector 
tube is shown in Figure 261. Two a-rings are inserted in grooved 
slots to p:revent any leakage and also to provide a fd,ct:ion fit for 
the. inner sleeve-
The support and adjustment mec1b1anism fo:r the eje;;:tor system is 
a very real problem. The ejector tube's primacy support must be a 
rigid support to prevent undesirable movements while run.ni:ng the 
test. The adjusting mechanism must be of suc11:i. a nature as to pro,,. 
vide a fine horizontal adjustment of the ejector plane plus a sliding 
adjustment i.n the vertical di.rection, '!'he crit:kal adjustment is 
necessary to posi.tion the labyrinth seals with minimum clearan.ee but 
no contact.. Figure 27 shows p:iropose.d arrangement .. 
Several calculations concerning ejector tube support shall be 
made. Assume the weight of the ejeetor tube acts as a corn:!:entrated 
load. Assume tJhe support a~ts as a uniformly loaded e,,S,ntilever beam,, 
Check the bending moment and shear at the support. The ejector outer 
diameter is 4 inc.hes and ha.s a ma::.idmum le.ngt:h of 12 inches" 
Calculations From Reference (18) 
Aluminum ""' 0.1 lb/in} 
V'r = 2,,: r ej tej L + 2:n: rr8 trdL 
. I 1./t;/,w ! 1--~~""-'-~~~~ 
.I 
V·olumeej tube + Volumein...isl. = 
VT= 2~(2)(~)12 + 2n(3/2)(5/8)(10) 






Fig. 26, Scale Drawing of Ejector Tube Assembly 
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FL= 13.5 (18) 
S = F/A 
S = 135/'Jf./16 = 68 .8 psi 
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The above calculations indicate a 1/2-inch diameter aluminum rod 
would have sufficient strength to be used as a support. 
The possibility of using a vacuum system to produce the desired 
effect would normally be finan~ially out of the question. However, 
the vacuum pump system of the Plasma Jet Generator Pr,,ject has been 
made available for use with the thrust stand fo:r future research,., 
The manufacturer's specificatfoins dn the vacuum-pump are listed in 
Appendix E. The incorporation of this into the .system will create 
several new design possibilities, including use of the evacuated 
tank for initial star.ting to suck the jet boundaries outward and 
establish a lower back pressure which will continue after this vac.uum 
surge is expended. This. is true because .the jet, once attached to the 
I 
ejector tube, ca.n o~rate at very lo'W pressures. But the jet will not 
attach by itself under these same ccmdi:l::fons .. 
CHAPTER Vt 
THRUST MEASUREMENT 
The main objective of this thesis is to design a device capable 
of measuring the thrust output of various small rocket type nozzles. 
The rocket nozzles to be used in connection with the test stand will 
be a:xi-synunetric nozzles designed for supersonic flow. 
The direct measurement of thrust required that the force applied 
to the measuring instrument be exactly equal to the thrust produced 
by the rocket or that it be related to the thrust in a definite way. 
Any other friction or other force which restrains movement of the test 
stand mount in an unpredictable fashion imposes upon the inherent 
errors of the measuring instrument addit-.ional uncertainty which can 
not generally be cafibrated. 
The ideal test stand support would offer no resistance to move-
ment, and this movement itself would introduce no forces extraneous 
to the thrust .which ct,uld ·affect the measurement. instrument.; conse·-
quently the mount could be allowed to move through an indefinite 
distance to accommodate the instrument. Therefore, some thought and 
considerat.ion was given to the orientation of the test stand and nozzle 
arrangement with ease o.f measurement and method of support being the 
prime considerations •. The decision was made to orient the test stand so 
that the nozzle exhaust would be directed upward. This particular decision 
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was .reached because of space limitations, proposed method of thrust 
measurement, and facility of working on the test stand. 
The test stand, thrust measurement equipment, and location are 
shown in Figure 28! There are three strain gage thrust pickups, one 
mounted vertically and the other two mounted horizontally. We shall 
call the whole thrust pickup unit a flexure load cell system. The 
load cells were purchased from Aero science Inc. of Santa Ana, Cali-
fornia and are guaranteed to be linear with force yielding 1/2% over 
the entire load range. In connection with the load cells·Aeroscience 
Inc. sells flexure pivots.which provide movement in three planes about 
a fixed point in the universal flexure pivot. Financial considera-
tions made it impossible to obtain these flexure pivots. Actually 
the accuracy that is hoped to be obtained does not require a flexure 
system of this quality. A flexure system is nee.ded capable of enough 
flexibility to take any sideward motion that might introduce a torque 
on the load cell, Any such torque would affect the strain gages and 
yie,ld a false value for the measured nozzle thrust. A relatively 
simple but satisfactory flexure joint can be constructed from an 
ordinary bicycle spoke, two small blocks of metal, and connecting 
mechanism. A detailed representation of the designed flexure joint 
is shown in Figure 30. The bicycle spoke was cut into U;-inch lengths 
and mounted in the' mee·~1 blocks leaving approximately 3/4 inch of free 
length. The metal bJocks a.re basically 1/2" x 1/2" cylinders with 
extended 11/32" threaded sect.ions 0.5 inch long. This threaded 
end screws into the 11/3211 threaded hole on the load cell. A 3/32" 
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diameter key hole must be drilled in each to provide further rigidity. 
The load ,cell is approximately 5" x 3" and 3/8." thick., (Figure 29). 
'!'l!::ree 2" x 2" x 1/2 steel pl.ates were internally thr.eaded with 11/32" 
centered holes. 'l'he .other el!'l.d of the fl.e:ltllre joint was sc:rewed into 
these plates whi.ch had been welded to the plenum chamber in .the pre-
determined loeaticms. '!'he base support: was adapted from an e;idsting 
structure, basieally ,eubical in shape being 2,4. 3/4" (high) x 29" 
(wide.) x 25 1/2" (deep), a welded c:oIJ$tru~tfon .of 2\" x 2\" and 
1\" x 1\" angle irons... A three foot 2" diameter 40 gauge pipe was 
attached in the center of one side 18" from the base .. This base 
support can be .att:a~hed to the eone:r!f'rte floor if de.sired. 
Im,strom,~llilt:atioID. for t\b1e thrust vecto)r measur·ement requ:l'..res only 
a strain-gage bridge-p.otentiometer.. This equipment has not been 
ad;quired .. 
Since the nozzles to be ueed in :cCJn.jundtion with the test stand 
are all a:s::i-symmetri!1!al rocket n.ozzles, the .thtuet measurement could 
be obtaim~d by tbe use of only the. vert:ic.a.l flexure load cell system ... 
However, this system was designed with future experimentation and 
res.earch in mind,. Several variations could be introduced in :1?onneetion 
with the nozzle.. For example, air could be irl.j ected downstream of 
the throat causing the th:rust vector to be skewed. By adding one more 
·flexure load cell system in the horizontal system the two ·components 
,of the thrust vector could be measured., It must be realized, however, 
that with only these two flexure load cell systems we cannot determine 








Fig .. 29.. Flexure Load Cell 
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load cell systems on this thrust stand design are mounted as far 
apart vertically as possible while remaining attached to the plenum 
chamber., as shown in Figure 31. 'I'he flexure load system (1) would 
\ 
measure the vertical thrust component wh:ile the flexure load cell 
sys terns (2) and (3) .added together would yield the horiz.ontal. 
thrust component. To locate the t'Ji:rust vector 1 s point of appli-
cationJ moments can be taken about a point on the nozzle center 
line in the horizontal plane. of flexure. load cell system. 'I'he 
thrust vector origin can be defined from these calculations.. The 
actual thrust value will be obtained by taking readings of ea.ch 
load cell strain gage output in millivolts and converting to pounds 
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The method of calibration technique should be as follows.;, A 
reading shouid be taken with the thrust stand and flexure load cell 
systems installed, but with no pressure in the system. Then a series 
of dead weights"'"" starting·with five pounds and increasing in five 
pound increments unt.il fifty pounds is reached -- should be .added to 
the thrust stand and the load cell output values :recorded. From these.-
initial calibrations a relation between millivolt output and pounds 
of thrust can be determined. This would be a satisfactory method of 
calibration provided the air pressure in the test st~nd had no effect 
upon the load cell readings. To check this possibility, the dead 
weight series des.cribed above should be applied while the plenum 
chamber is closed .and under fifty, and then one hundred, pounds 
per square inch of pressure. If zero, fifty, and one hundred 
pounds per square inch of pressure yield the same data as before, 
then the calibration is independent of pressure. If,· .however, a 




Although at the time of this writing the thrust nozzle test 
stand is only in its construction phase and little or no testing 
has been able to be achieved,. it is the writer's belief that the 
test stand will yield .accurate and useful results. Upon final 
construction and assembly, a calibration program such as outlined 
earlier will neces.sarily need to be applied to the thrust nozzle 
test stand before any valid a·nd exact data can be procured. There 
are several possible error producing variables whose effect upon 
the thrust stand measurements should be carefully considered., A 
very precise measurement of the air reservoir pressure is .an 
essential, initial requirement. Such things as pipe movements, 
friction in movable joints, le.akage of air throughout the entire 
system, and instrumentation fluctuations are some of the many 
physical errors that could be detrimental to the overall accuracy 
of the test stand. 
The primary purpose of the test stand is to enable measurement 
of various rocket nozzles axial thrust output.. This should be the 
first area of future work until the accuracy is established~ Future 
research will be carried out with nozzle variation arrangements .. A 
thrust nozzle with air injected downstream of the throat will produce 
non,-axial thrust forces whose point of application and magnitude 
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should be obtainable. A nozzle using jet flaps and other area 
variation devices will probably be looked into~ A nozzle variation 
wi.th an aerodynamically controlled throat, possibly by the injection 
of a regulated amount of air at the throat, should lead to a very 
interesting and worthy project. Another area of i.nterest might be 
in the design and testing of nozzle shap.es other than conical.i such 
as contoured, plug nQzzles, and annular nozzles. 
The author also believes that with the combined use of the 
ejector tube system and the vacuum pump system more e.xtens i ve 
research will be possible. 
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APPENDIX A 
MACHINERY ROOM. EQUIPMENT DATA 
a. .Engine: 
Make:. Hercules Motor Co,. 
Model: HXD 
H, P .. : 250 BHP (max) 
Size: 5\" (bore) x 6" (stroke) 
Cylinder: 6 
Ignition: . Dual 
Cooled: Water 
Fuel: Natural Gas 
T·ransmission: White Motor Co. 
b.. .Compressor: 
Make: Balcke Machinenbau 
Model: 1944 
Type: Rotary Vane 
Compres.sion Ratio: 8: 1 
CFM: 800 
Max. Temp: 300.,F 
Lubricant: Cellube (Synthetic Oil) 
Two Stage 
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.c. .Aftercoo ler: 
Make: . Western Supply Co. 
Model: C-908~G 
Cons tr •. : All welded (API-ASME) 
Size: 2 1 dia x 13' 
80 
Tubes: 124 ... 3/4" O.D .• - 16 Ga .• Welded Steel Tubes 10' long 
Heads: Flo.ating and cover 
Passes: 4 
d. Air Receiver: 
Make: Black, Sivalls a.nd Brysori, Inc. 
Model: S30-10 
Size: 30" o. D. x 8'0" 
Working Pressure: 160 psi 
Flanges: Inlet and outlet 
e. Dryer: 
Make: National Tank Co. 
Model: -2947 
Size: 24" O. D. x 10' -0" shell 
Working Pressure: 125 psi a.t 100°F 
Material: ASTM 
Dessicant: Mobil sovabead 
f. Heater (Regenerator) 
Make: O .. SoU. Temp. C:Ontrol 
Model: Natural Gas Forced Convection 
Fan: 13 in .. ~O Head 
Output: 30,000 BTU at 50 C.F •. M ..
APPE.NDIX B 
FLOW METERING NOZZLE 
General Conditions 
Flow: 0.5 lb/sec to 1 lb/sec 
Temperature: 540°R 
Pressure: 100 psi 
Pipe Size: 3 inch nominal 
Design according to ASME Powe.r Test Code 1949 
Chapter 4 "Flow Measurement" 
Fro:m Section 5 of Chapter 4 
12w 
~= YKE ~ 2 g pAp' 
Specific Volume: 
RT 53.35(540) 
V = - = 
P 14.7.(144) 
1 .. 745 ft3 /lb 
Minimum Pressure Dro:a: 
AP= 7(.0360 lb)(l2.55) = 3.2 psi 
Calculation of Primary Ar~a (Eqn,. 2) 
~ = ( 1) (.5) 





Estimate YKE = 1.0 
• ~ = -----· ..... ._5 __ _ 
1.0 (.688)(1.352) 
Ae. = • 530 in2 
. Throat Diameter: (Eqn,. 3) 
D2=2W 
D2 = 0.,8393 in .. 
Diameter Ratio: 
Area Ratio: 
Reynolds No. : 
Re = 48( .,5)(12) = 7 .82 x 10 7 
,c(3) (J.9xl0-7). 
Flow Coefficient: 
K = 1.,.058 
~ from Table (6): 
~ = 0.993 
Thermal Expansion Factor: 
.E = 1,.0 
Actual Y!Qi:: 
YKE = 1.0(1.058) (.993) = 1 •. 05 
w . 2 
p ~( max). 6 P 
max Wmin 
.,,.,,., 1 0 .2 
Pma.x = C,5 ) (7.,.q) = 28,.60 in ~0 
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Flow metering nozzle dimensions are found on page 26 in code. Plot for 
use in connection with this nozzle is coefficient of discharge vs. 
Reynolds Number and ls a function of A2/ A1. (Figure 187 p-26 Code) 
APPEND.IX C 
PLE.NUM CHAMBER DESIGN 
Ca.lculation of Wall Thickness (In accordance with ASME Code) 
a. Application 
[U,-.1] (P-15) (D-4)> 60 
(P-15) (V-L.5)>22 .. 5 
Plenum Chamber Conditions 
Pmax = 130 psi 
D = 12 in .. 
Vol.~ = "J(/4 ft3 
(130-15)(12-4) == 920>60 
(130-15)(.78-L5) = 80.5>22 .. 5 
[U-20] Shells for Internal Pressure 
PR 
t = SE-0.6P 
s = stress from Table U-2 (psi) 
t == thicknes.s (inches) 
E == efficiency of weld 
R = radius (inches) 





130(6) t= __ ,....__..._ _ 
9000-0 .. 6(130) 
t = 0.1 inch (use 40 gauge pipe) 
[U-39] Flat Heads 
where: t = mininrum thickness (inches) 
d:' = diameter (inches) 
S = Maximum allowable working stress (psi) 
C = coefficient of attachment 
C = 0.25 for hea,ds forged integral with or butt welded to vessel 
a= 12.0 inches 
P = 130 psi 
S = 12,.000 psi 
t = 12 J ·~fMJJ I 
t = 12 J .00271 1 
t = 12( •. 052) 
t = .. 624 .inch 
[U-59) Npzzle Openings 
a. Fig. U-8 with K4'.. 25~ 
[use 5/Si•] 
2" opening does not need reinforcing 
[U-64) Hydrostatic Test 
P = 195 psi 
[U-76] Stress Reliev~ng 
P = 1 ... 5 Pu 
All fusion-welded vessels. Air:·pipe,,is. seamless. 
Calculation of Weld Strength 
Area ~D2 144rc 
;=~=~ 
;= 113 in2 
PA 
= 100 psi (113 in2 ) 
Force= 11,300 lbf 
Weld Thickness 
F s = -Ct 
s 11,9300 
12n (\) 
S = 1200 psi [O.K~] 
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[Welding qualifications Sec. 9] 
S = stress 
F - force 
C = Circumference 
t leg height 
Weld will carry 3000 psi in dynamic shear 
APPENDIX.» 
NOZZLE DESIGN CALCULATIONS 
Available Conditions 
a., Compres.sor: 800 n3 /min, p = 14 .. 7, T = 550°R 
b.. .No.zzle: P0 = 110 psia, T.o = 550°R, P* = 58 .. 1 (110 (.528) 
critical M = 1 
Solving for maximum Mach number with normal shock lo:cated 
at exit (slightly outside) 
Po c 1 ~o f•'cz 
Using the weight flow function considering Ma.ch == 1 exits 





w = iT = 14. 7(144) (~: 
53.3 (550) 
['\(= L .. 4) 
0 .. 968 lb/sec 
For design reliability assume the compressor delivers 0 .. 850 lb/sec,. 
"850 f"sso = 0.,341 in2 
58,, 1(1,.007) 
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Calculate the Thro,at Diameter 
2 
Dt = 4/n( .. 341) 
Maximum Mach ,Numb.er 
Px _!l: 
Py= po Po Fx 
For M::: 3,.85 
Py = 15,.2 psia 
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[From !'iACA report ll~J] 
."'.. Sho.ck stands slightly outside nozzle exit.., 
Exit Diameter 
For M::: 3,.85 
A* = 1 
Aexit 9.J66 
From NACA (Report 113 5) 
,.341 2 Aexit - .......,.____ = 3 .. 185 in 
><i:1070 
n2 - 4/rc(] .. 185 in2 ) e 
APPE;ND .IX E 
Kinney high vacuum pump [Model KDH--220] 
Single stage - Duplex design 
Ultimate design 10 microns - McLead gauge 
Free Air Diapl.ac,ment ... 218 cfm 
RPM - 415 
Motor BP - 10 
Motor RPM - 1800 
· Cooling - ?.,.33 gpm at 60°F (~O) 
Shaft Dia,. ... 1-5/8" 
Inlet Connection - 611 Flange Outlet Connec·tion - 3" S:crewed 
Valve Type - Deck Poppet Separator Tank .. Kinneyswirl 
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